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Teacher Leadership and Compensation (TLC)
ELA/Literacy and Math MAP Update – Fall Comparable

Keokuk Community Schools
Mission Statement

The Keokuk Community School District
provides an educational foundation where
students are active participants in
becoming adaptable and critical thinkers
along with achieving the skills necessary
(academic/vocational) for lifetime success.
(Dec. 2008)
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2016-2017
KCSD District Strategic Goals
1.

Student Achievement: Ensure that all students have the necessary skills
and abilities to be College and/or Career Ready.

2.

Student Development: Develop healthy, productive and contributing citizens
who apply their skills and discover their maximum potential.

3.

Community Partnership: Create meaningful, effective two way communication
to foster engagement between the district and parents/community members
to support student achievement.

4.

Effective Resource Management: Maximize and align resources to
provide increased access to learning tools and facilities that support student
achievement and development.

5.

Employee Excellence: Create a collaborative environment in which
employees strive for excellence to enhance and support student
learning achievement.
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District Work in Support of the
Strategic Goals
• The District Administrative Team members and TLC
Instructional Coaches are working towards analyzing the
current priorities within our buildings to ensure alignment
and support of the goals.
• Building site Based School Improvement Assistant Teams
(SIAC) have met in 3 of our 4 buildings in November/
December.
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Alignment of our District Strategic Goals
to TLC and the Iowa Core
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TLC
Support of the District Strategic Goals of Employee Excellence
and Student Achievement
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Alignment of our District Strategic Goals to the
Teacher Leadership and CompensaEon Grant (TLC).
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Keokuk’s Vision, Goal, and Purpose for the
TLC Program
Vision:
Our vision for the TLC plan is to ensure a high quality educator is in EVERY
classroom through utilizing the skills of our most effective teacher leaders through
collaboration and mentoring.
Goal:
Ensure educators experience professional learning through modeling, feedback
on research-based practices, and a nurturing yet results-oriented, and
professional learning community.
Purpose:
Our purpose as Keokuk Community Schools TLC instructional Coaches is to
collaboratively engage in a continuous cycle of learning using the NTC
Continuum of Teaching Practices to support teacher reflection and growth and
increase student achievement.

TLC Iowa Core
Instructional
Strategist

TLC Iowa Core Strategist:
Professional Development and Support
Iowa Core Focus - College, Career, and Citizenship (C3): Monthly trainings with
fellow nearby district TLC leaders in support of their work within their own schools
and PLC’s.
• To make instinctive the practice of planning/ implementing/ assessing Tier I
learning opportunities for all students that intentionally attend to:

• building knowledge in the content areas through careful selection of
learning targets…
• capitalizing on using the ELA and Math Core instructional shifts
and scaffolding for success to deliver rigor for all…AND
• engaging students in becoming independent learners of content
with a growth mindset that will give students an opportunity to
become self-directed, self-reliant, and self-actualized learners,
workers, and citizens

TLC Iowa Core Strategist:
Supporting the Work of their PLC’s
During the month of December, our Iowa Core Strategists have been key in
facilitating our Districts work towards implementation of the Core.
• They have led their PLC’s in the discussion of the documents “Do you want
this said of your child?” which outlines what we all hope and want for our
students and how the learning progression of the Core aligns to these desired
outcomes.
• They have facilitated the understanding of the shifts within the Core and
examined with their PLC’s where we are on track and where we need to
realign our work.
• On Monday, January 16th, they will be joined by members of their PLC for a full
day session with Nancy Lockett for ELA and Dave Christensen for Math and
begin the teams work in the creation of standards aligned unit plans.

TLC
Instructional
Coach

2016-2017 Learning Cycles
6 Week Cycle
Building Support

Aug 23 – Sept 2

Learning Cycle 1

Sept 6 – Oct 14

Coach PD/Triad Focus

Oct 17 – Oct 28

Learning Cycle 2

Oct 31 – Dec 16

Coach PD/Triad Focus

Dec 19 – Jan 20

Learning Cycle 3

Jan 23 – March 3

Coach PD/Triad Focus

March 6 – Mar 17

Learning Cycle 4

Mar 27 – May 5

Coach PD/Triad/Building

May 8 – May 25

TLC Instructional Coaches:
Time Allocations and Types of Support
Time Allocation

Learning Cycle #1

Preliminary - Learning Cycle #2

Total Number of minutes

9,993 minutes

10,662 minutes

Equal to hours

166.55 hours

177 hours

Analysis of Student Work

7.2%

4%

Co-Teaching and Modeling

12.7%

22%

General Conference or Meeting

42.7%

24%

Goal Setting and Co-Assessment

.4%

3%

In Person Observation

16.5%

9%

Planning

10.4%

3%

Pre and Post Observation
Conferences

5.7%

5%

Professional Development

4.4%

3%

PLC’s

NA

18% (New Data)

Building Support

NA

8% (New Data)

TLC Instructional Coaches:
Professional Development and Support
New Teacher Center (NTC) Instructional Coach Training:
• PLS #1 – Using Formative Assessment in Instructional Coaching Practice
• PLS #2 – Effective Instructional Coaching Cycles
• PLS #3 – Analyzing Student Work to Inform Differentiated Instruction
• PLS #4 - Supporting Effective Instruction
Universal Instruction Training with the Great Prairie AEA
Smarter Balanced Assessment Training with Great Prairie AEA and MISIC
The Art of Coaching Teams with Elena Aguilar Summer of 2017

TLC Instructional Coaches:
Voices from the Field – Jenny Davis, GW & T.
We are getting off to a good start at George Washington and Torrence with the
addition of the TLC Instructional Coaching Position. The teachers, as always
have done a good job in utilizing a new tool which is at their disposal. In this
position, I have gotten a first hand glance at all of the amazing things going on in
our classrooms as I have had the opportunity to visit and observe in a variety of
rooms. I have been truly impressed with the hard work and creativity of our
teachers! A view, which I had never imagined would have such an impact on me.
One major advantage of the Instructional Coaching position is the fact that I have
been able to share the great things that are going on and open up the lines of
communication between classroom teachers. Often, teachers hate to brag to
others about how well a lesson or strategy has worked. This position has made it
possible for me to share for them as I cover for a teacher while they observe
another classroom and take a look at a strategy or tool that is being utilized in a
colleague’s classroom.
Continued…

TLC Instructional Coaches:
Voices from the Field – Jenny Davis, GW & T
In addition, I have been able to work side by side with teachers in planning,
studying data, and co-teaching. My hope is that teachers will feel more
adventurous and willing to try new things knowing they have an extra set of hands
to be in it with them. I have personally seen many brave teachers stepping
outside of their comfort zones and taking chances. Their willingness to make
changes and learn new strategies is changing practice and bringing our
classrooms to a whole new level of instruction.
This position has also afforded me the ability to help and guide the new teachers
at different grade levels with planning, becoming familiar with curriculum, and
learning the routines of the building. Whether it is daily work in the classroom, a
planning session during their break, providing an idea, finding a resource, or just
a set of ears to vent to, I feel like the potential for the Instructional Coaching
position is proving to be of value. We are just beginning to tap into the many
possibilities that I feel this position can bring to the district.

TLC Instructional Coaches:
Voices from the Field – Kevin Bogert, MS
The first year of the TLC process at the middle school has gotten off to a good
start. It has been a constant learning process along the way for everyone involved.
The staff at the middle school has helped make the transition go as smooth as
possible. They have been very welcoming and supportive of the TLC program.
The teachers have opened up their doors for classroom visits. During these visits,
I have had a chance to see some wonderful teaching and learning happening. I
have tried to pass along some of these great experiences to staff members to help
enhance the learning in their classroom.
I am thankful to say that I have also had some brave teachers volunteer for a
coaching cycle. Each cycle has been unique. The teachers and I are constantly
visiting and discussing ways to help make the coaching cycles more valuable for
all of us.
continued…

TLC Instructional Coaches:
Voices from the Field – Kevin Bogert, MS
One of my goals for the second part of the year at the middle school is to have the
coaching cycles move from a teacher-centered coaching model to a more studentcentered approach. This approach will keep our focus and conversations firmly
rooted in student learning. The teachers and I will continue to work as partners
with a shared goal of designing and implementing instruction that ensures that the
students have met the necessary standards.

TLC Instructional Coaches:
Voices from the Field – Natalie Ulloa, HS
It has been an honor to work in partnership with my coworkers at the High
School. They are a very dynamic and committed team of educators who have
welcomed the TLC program and supported my journey as an Instructional Coach
as I learn to improve my practice. This first semester has been an eye-opening
experience to me. Being able to be in different classrooms has allowed me to
see the dedication of our teachers, their passion for their subject, and their
commitment to our students.
Our cycles include different topics. Our conversations and planning have been
about instructional technology and uses during a lesson, project-based learning,
strategies, and student engagement just to mention a few areas. Many of them
have invited me into their classrooms to co teach, collect student data, and co
plan. As our program continues to grow, I want to emphasize that I am there as
additional support, always willing to try new ideas, and there to be of service to
them.
Continued…

TLC Instructional Coaches:
Voices from the Field – Natalie Ulloa, HS
The teachers’ openness and honest approach to our conversations have created
the ideal framework to collaboratively work in benefit of our students. I look
forward to continuing to learn alongside our teachers and the time they commit to
their own growth.

Iowa Core
Support of the District Strategic Goals through
Monitoring Student Achievement Data
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District Strategic Goals ConnecEon
to the Iowa Core Standards
Iowa Core Standards establish benchmarks (roadmap) of what our students need
to know and be able to do by each grade level. This is a clear staircase of goals
and expectations by grade level.
• The Core Standards do not articulate what curriculum materials to use or how it
is to be taught.
• The Core Standards do allow for and facilitate clear identification of individual
students learning needs so that targeted and individualized instruction can take
place.
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Alignment of our District Strategic Goals
to ImplementaEon of the Iowa Core –ELA/
Literacy
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The 3 Key Shi*s for ELA/Literacy
• Complexity: Regular pracEce with complex text and its
academic language
• Knowledge: Building knowledge through content-rich
nonﬁcEon
• Evidence: Reading, wriEng, and speaking grounded in
evidence from text, both literary and informaEonal

Shi*s for ELA/Literacy: Complexity
Complexity: Regular pracEce with complex text and its
academic language
From
LiTle emphasis on text complexity
Vocabulary quesEons oWen focused on
prior knowledge rather than context;
liTle emphasis on Eer 2 words

To
Strong emphasis on text complexity
Vocabulary quesEons focused on
meaning of words in context; strong
emphasis on Eer 2 words important to
central ideas

FiguraEve language quesEons focused
on literary terms

FiguraEve language quesEons focused
on meaning, not terms

Shi*s for ELA/Literacy: Knowledge
Knowledge: Building knowledge through content-rich
nonﬁc>on
From
Equal representaEon of informaEonal
and literary texts; limited focus on the
quality of informaEonal texts

To
More informaEonal texts as students
move through the grades; greater focus
on content-rich informaEonal texts at all
grades.

Shi*s for ELA/Literacy: Evidence
Evidence: Reading, wriEng, and speaking grounded in
evidence from text, both literary and informaEonal
From
Focus on simple recall or superﬁcial
analysis

To
Focus on careful reading and analysis of
texts

LiTle or no emphasis on using textual
evidence

Strong emphasis on using textual
evidence

Decontextualized wriEng prompts

WriEng to sources

FAST Data Comparison
Fall 2015 – Fall 2016
Fast Data By grade
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade

Fall 2015-2016
47.2
33.79
50.35
49.06
N/A

Fall 2016 -2017
55.38
50
45.26
55.47
59.87

5th Grade

N/A

54.2

Measurement of Academic Progress (MAP)
Reading Comparison Fall 2015 to Fall 2016
Grade Level

KCSD Average RIT/Grade
Level Fall 2015

KCSD Average RIT/Grade
Level Fall 2016

MAP Median
Percentile Norms
(2015)

K

142.1

138.6

141

1

157.6

157.0

161

2

178.2

175.7

175

3

186.5

186.6

188

4

198.5

197.0

198

5

206.3

204.2

206

6

211.7

208.9

211

7

213.6

216.4

214

8

216.1

216.1

217

9

219.6

219.4

220

10

225.0

218.7

220

11

224.2

225.7

223

Measurement of Academic Progress (MAP)
Reading Comparison Fall 2015 to Fall 2016
Grade Level

KCSD Average RIT/
Grade Level Fall
2015

KCSD Average RIT/
Grade Level Fall
2016

MAP Median
Smarter
Percentile Norms Balanced
(2015)
Aligned MAP
RIT Score

K

142.1

138.6

141

1

157.6

157.0

161

2

178.2

175.7

175

3

186.5

186.6

188

202-210

4

198.5

197.0

198

209-216

5

206.3

204.2

206

214-224

6

211.7

208.9

211

218-230

7

213.6

216.4

214

222-234

8

216.1

216.1

217

225-238

9

219.6

219.4

220

10

225.0

218.7

220

11

224.2

225.7

223

Alignment of our District Strategic Goals
to ImplementaEon of the Iowa Core - Math
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The 3 Key Shi*s for Math
• Focus strongly where the standards focus.
• Coherence: Think across grades, and link to major topics
within grades.
• Rigor: in major topics pursue…
• Conceptual understanding,
• Procedural skill and ﬂuency, and
• ApplicaEon with equal intensity

Shi*s for Math: Focus
Focus strongly where the standards focus.
From

To

Cover content that is a
“mile-wide and an inch deep”

Assess fewer topics at each grade (as
required by the Standards)

Give equal importance to all content

Dedicate large majority of score points to
the major work of the grade

Shi*s for Math: Coherence
Coherence: Think across grades, and link to major topics
within grades.
From

To

Assessment as a checklist of
individual standards

Items that connect standards, clusters, and
domains (as is natural in mathemaEcs) as well as
items that assess individual standards.

Each topic in each year is
treated as an independent
event

Consistent representaEons are used for
mathemaEcs across the grades, and content
connects to and builds on previous knowledge

Shi*s for Math: Rigor
• Rigor: in major topics pursue:
• Conceptual understanding,
• Procedural skill and ﬂuency, and
• ApplicaEon with equal intensity

Shi*s for Math: Rigor ConMnued
From
Unbalanced emphasis on procedure or
applicaEon

To
Assessment of all three aspects of rigor in
balance

A lack of items that require conceptual
understanding

Items that require students to
demonstrate conceptual understanding
of the mathemaEcs, not just the
procedures

Fluency items that are only rouEne and Fluency items that are presented in new
ordinary
ways, as well as some that are rouEne
and ordinary
ApplicaEon of mathemaEcs to rouEne
and contrived word problems

ApplicaEon of mathemaEcs to authenEc
non-rouEne problems and real-world
situaEons.

Measurement of Academic Progress (MAP)
Math Comparison Fall 2015 to Fall 2016
Grade Level

KCSD Average RIT/Grade KCSD Average RIT/Grade MAP Median
Level Fall 2015
Level Fall 2016
Percentile Norms
(2015)

K

138.8

135.0

140

1

159.2

158.2

162

2

178.6

177.6

177

3

186.1

186.3

190

4

200.6

199.2

202

5

211.1

209.0

211

6

216.1

212.8

218

7

219.9

221.3

223

8

222.3

221.6

226

9

228.3

228.1

230

10

233.5

232.6

230

11

236.7

235.2

233

Measurement of Academic Progress (MAP)
Math Comparison Fall 2015 to Fall 2016
Grade Level

KCSD Average RIT/
Grade Level Fall
2015

KCSD Average RIT/
Grade Level Fall
2016

MAP Median
Smarter
Percentile Norms Balanced
(2015)
Aligned MAP
RIT Score

K

138.8

135.0

140

1

159.2

158.2

162

2

178.6

177.6

177

3

186.1

186.3

190

204-214

4

200.6

199.2

202

217-228

5

211.1

209.0

211

229-237

6

216.1

212.8

218

230-239

7

219.9

221.3

223

235-245

8

222.3

221.6

226

242-251

9

228.3

228.1

230

10

233.5

232.6

230

11

236.7

235.2

233

In Conclusion

Alignment of our District Strategic Goals to TLC and the
impact on the ImplementaEon of the Iowa Core.
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Going Forward as a District,
We will need to …
• ConEnue to focus on the shiWs within the Core and Next
GeneraEon Science Standards.
• ConEnue in our alignment of curriculum and assessment
to the standards with support and focus on the shiWs
needed in our current instrucEonal and assessment
pracEces.
• Strive for greater student focused goal sejng and
coaching conversaEons.
• And prepare for implementaEon of the Smarter Balanced
Assessments including an increase in technology to
support our students preparaEon for the the computer
based assessment.

Thank you!
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